
Money during the Grand Solar Minimum 

   
Argentina aims to hike export taxes twice in three days. This is a direct 

result of over-buying from China, driving prices up in Argentina and Brazil. 

I did a report last week recounting the 18% increase in food prices in Brazil, 

which were, solely, because of too much demand from China that draw 

down staples there.  



Now that is being seen again. Argentina, however, is trying to protect what 

it has without saying “No” directly, rather, they are pricing China out of the 

market. They understand the consequence of directly stopping China 

buying, but what if they still want to pay double or triple the price?  

 

It should be noted that besides soya beans, corn, and wheat, Argentina 

also exports an enormous amount of dried beans. So think about this, other 

countries at the bottom such as Brazil, Venezuela, Spain, Algeria, Italy, 

Portugal, Pakistan, Turkey, Guatemala, and Chile are major buyers of 

these beans. With this rapid of price increase, what is going to happen to 

those countries? Or what if Argentina stops exporting? They are going to 

have to look elsewhere. Algeria hits my list of increasing grow zones, so 

perhaps they can transition to have their own seed sources, but what about 

the others?  

 

 

Anyway, you can see how the uptick is in the last five years. Argentina 

continues to go up, but look over in the far right. Those are the most in-

demand goods in China right now: corn, wheat, and soya beans. The jump 

on the soya beans is outstanding, and so everybody is trying to capitalize 

on this.  

 

They have shifted away from corn, wheat, etc. to jump in on the soy 

bonanza, if you will. The transition from one crop to another is shown in the 

chart as a result of the rotation of crops to get a higher price for the 

soybeans compared to others; and soya beans is denoted by the red line. 



Although, I think the government is trying to upset this balance to try to get 

farmers grow a different crop without spooking the public. Business is 

business and you can raid the trade tariffs, but having people to switch their 

rotational crops and grow something that is hardier, such as wheat or a 

different species of wheat, such as amaranth, sorghum, millet, or corn 

instead of soya beans or other food sources is a good option for a 

government.  



Meanwhile, if you go back in time, around the Aksum Kingdom, 300-700 

AD, the colored part of the map, it is shown that Aksum controls what is 

now Yemen, parts of Oman, as well as Sudan, Ethiopia and the trade 

routes that were controlled all along the Red Sea. Aksum is on the Arabian 

Peninsula, and currently there would not be enough rainfall to grow their 

own food there. But it is now starting to get wetter, and it is really interesting 

the full expansion point over those 400 years, which matches the 400-year 

Grand Solar Minimum cycle. It seems that there were areas that must had 

have more precipitation than today, and that precipitation is now returning 

in Oman and Yemen.  

 

 

 

 



What’s most fascinating, nonetheless, is the Aksum’s coinage. It has 

imprints of wheat surrounding the kings and other figures on its focal point. 

These gold coins control the trade routes, and were actually the standard 

used as the Roman coinage pre-BC era, when they were not diluted.   

 

It is a common knowledge that gold is much more valuable than silver; but 

through history, we also heard about shekels, Denarius, silver pennies, 

sterling, and the like. I am more interested about the shekels, so let us to 

go back in time a little bit to the Sumerian shekel.  

 

I have been really curious to see how much grain could be traded for the 

silver, or how many grains of something can we get as an equal weight. So, 

accordingly, the Sumerian shekel equals 180 wheat grains, and just like 

cryptocurrency, these things can be also divided.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Moreover, these coins are amazing because designs of the earliest shekels 

feature grapes and a choice of either wheat or barley at the center of the 

coin. It is as if a guide on what item the shekels could be traded for, which 

was either for wine or for bread, or any barley- or wheat-based food. These 

images on either sides of the coin are very discernible that it’s almost like 

an advertisement of what this coin was tradable for.  

 

 

The later renditions of the coins included wine, on the left, and poppy, on 

the right, which is, again, suggestive to be tradable for those two items, 

alcohol and poppy or medicine.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



As for the Roman coinage, the back shows a wheat image. Prior designs 

showed that the importance of the actual food was epitomized on the coin. 

It seemed to have some transition point, though, because now, the ruler’s 

image is imprinted on the coins, which appeared to suggest that rulers were 

more important than the food. There must have been some switch in history 

somewhere, at least in my opinion. Something must have become stable 

enough that they relied on the ruler to grow food, versus the divinity or 

natural cycles.  

 

Looking back at some of the prophecies over the next few years, it talks 

about getting a Denarius or silver coinage, salt, or some kind of tradable 

item for your work for the day. Additionally, the Smith Bible Dictionary under 

the barley entry states that barley is one of the most important cereal grains, 

and the hardiest of them all. This is a clue already, because barley can 

grow almost everywhere and can withstand extreme conditions. The flavor 

that you are used to might be missing, but this can fill you up, plus you can 

make bread out of this.  



You can then grow something, like sorghum barley, in places where 

nothing else is really growing. These are the kind of things we are switching 

to, hemp, hemp part proteins, etc.  

 

 

In earlier times, barley bread was mainly for the poor because wheat bread 

has a higher protein content, but now, barley bread is special. You actually 

pay more for the barley bread than wheat bread in most bakeries because 

it is considered a specialty product, which was the opposite back then. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Barley, oats and wheat can also sprout abundantly, and can be grown as 

fodder for horses. Now they are talking about sprouting this by soaking it in 

water for a couple of days.  

 

 

They are very specific in these passages, so even a novice who knew 

nothing about growing barley could read this and be able to find some 

barley seeds somewhere to grow. Although, they did not include the 

massive pounding hail storms that wiped out crops in this passage. 

 

With all these lessons from the past, the shekels captured my attention. 

Notice how detailed and how much focus was put on the wheat. Are those 

galactic cosmic rays or some kind of sun ray shining on the wheat plant?  



Because even some of the Mediterranean region coins, like the ones below, 

shows a corn image on one side of the coin and wheat, tools, and 

entertainment images on the other side. If you drop this on my hand at any 

time in the last, say, 10,000 years, I would know what this coin is for.  

 

The images are very distinct that it carries an all-time message to persist 

in tens of thousands of years. I could give this to someone 100,000 years 

ago, or in the last interglacial, 113,000 years ago, and they would know 

that, that piece of metal is tradable for food, tools and entertainment. This, 

for me, is the most perfect representation.  

 

 

 

 



Value for these types of currencies was good until problems had arisen in 

sound money. The data from the far left on the chart shows how long they 

kept the sets of standards before debasement started. The top level on the 

left implies good monetary policy; and as can be seen the Roman Empire 

continuously debase their currency based on food crop losses. The curve 

on the chart was around 79 AD, that was when Vesuvius went off, and from 

that point, it continued to decline.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



This started to shrink the Roman Empire, and they had to debase their 

currency.  

 

And speaking of debasing the currency, the currency with the silver 

certificate is used to be redeemable for that face value amount in silver 

over the bank counters in the United States.  

 



Speaking of Federal Reserve “Network Issues”: Nationwide direct deposit 

outage hits. I’m wondering in the future if there could be a shit to 

cryptocurrency as a transition point for smart contracts and grain deliveries. 

I always get comments like, if the internet goes down, you are not going to 

be able to access your crypto, but let me tell you, if the Internet goes down 

you are not going to use your ATMs either.  

 

Everything electronic will be useless, and mind you, the internet is not even 

down but you can't still access your direct deposits. This happened on 

Thursday, so maybe the plan is to stall this when they really do crash the 

banking system to get an extra 12 hours before people start complaining 

that their money is not there.  

 

At least we are still able to enjoy this inverted fog in Sofia Bulgaria.  

 



Thanks for reading, I hope you got something out of the article. If you like 

more content like this, I produce the tri-weekly Mini Ice Age Conversations 

podcast of a 30-minute in-depth analysis on the GSM you can take on the 

go through out your day. 

 

*** Mini Ice Age Conversations Podcast *** 

 

iTunes: https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/a... 

Soundcloud: https://soundcloud.com/adapt-2030 

Libsyn: http://adapt2030.libsyn.com/ 

 

MIAC #261: Is Artificial Intelligence Making Us Terraform the Planet for It? 

https://adapt2030.libsyn.com/miac-261... 

 

 

*** Climate Preparedness Channels *** 

 

ADAPT 2030 Patreon www.patreon.com/adapt2030 

ADAPT 2030 Subscribe Star www.subscribestar.com/adapt-2030  

 

 

 

*** ADAPT 2030 Climate Revolution Book *** 

Climate Revolution is a ‘Must Read’ for understanding our Sun driven 

climate as we progress deeper into the new Eddy Grand Solar Minimum. 

Weather extremes leading to Global food scarcity and high food prices are 

here now, and this book describes the expected changes, how to survive 

& thrive during future challenging times with practical preparations. 

 

NEW ADAPT 2030 Climate Revolution  

https://payhip.com/b/3sVi/af5d15cc7ddd65e   

 

 

*** Support ADAPT 2030 by Visiting Our Sponsors *** 

 

My Patriot Supply 2-Week Food Supply 92 servings  

www.preparewithadapt2030.com 

 

True Leaf Market Organic & Heirloom Seeds 

ADAPT 2030 True Leaf Market Link 

 

ADAPT 2030 Amazon Climate Preparedness Portal  

https://amzn.to/2Q8LqrV 

https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/a...
https://soundcloud.com/adapt-2030
http://adapt2030.libsyn.com/
https://adapt2030.libsyn.com/miac-261-is-artificial-intelligence-is-making-us-terraform-the-planet-for-it
https://www.patreon.com/adapt2030
http://www.subscribestar.com/adapt-2030
https://payhip.com/b/3sVi/af5d15cc7ddd65e?__cf_chl_captcha_tk__=8fffc7e4919cafcf8192079de5f1a81a82311315-1574913018-0-Ace4S6yvREPfBhXBoPmxf1v5Z9Wpq4BsV9TqfUM3vAhFhowMA21KbGJwjvRJyW15CkmkKQ7HaQfOZfH1Dptfn3CRns77NznF2itfbLgckql9r5XNdPT10UKe6JyQMkJ9FXr1c0QueAFF7r8rPeKQWiwdAtrrPXOwY5_nRhTk1OJgsfp0Lr95_F3kh9vc7QormUClNFPvycIMveFVkA3Y5DjurJ13X2_Knwr5XUlb2q0Li7hl3LfhT0rwm_QeL8VAkAA-H0GXtENJ9MTeOc92x2kKIyhNH1K6HphhYMlbK14uw6XA3VcxIecyqbmu66Q8AfkuPBj-6bypQumPhq9GDumXxfkgsiQ4qI9fOFl5Zxx9Z6CQ5X-wDM5v96RUVodcMdVvIm7gdvY_JOB04L4GIbE
http://www.preparewithadapt2030.com/
https://amzn.to/2Q8LqrV


For the ADAPT 2030 Grand Solar Minimum newsletter jump over to 

Oilseedcrops.org where you can enter your email and sign up. Move your 

mouse around for about 10 seconds and this box will pop up. 

 

Join ADAPT 2030 NEWSLETTER http://www.oilseedcrops.org 

  

 

*** Today's Story Links *** 
  
Farmers "Deeply Worried" As Argentina's Fernandez Aims To Hike 
Export Taxes Twice In Three Days  
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-12-19/farmers-deeply-worried-
argentinas-fernandez-aims-hike-export-taxes-just-three-days  
 
Nationwide Direct Deposit Outage Hits Due To Federal Reserve “Network 
Issues”  
https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/nationwide-direct-deposit-outage-hits-
due-to-federal-reserve-network-issues 
 
Grain UNIT OF WEIGHT  
https://www.britannica.com/science/grain-unit-of-weight 
 
Denarius weights  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Denarius  
Shekel weight  
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shekel 
Food shekels  
https://blessedwomanofyah.wordpress.com/2014/11/28/a-shekel-for-your-
thoughts/  
 
College Official: Don’t Buy Christmas Presents to Fight “Climate Change” 
http://www.abcbusinessnews.com/2019/12/college-official-dont-buy-
christmas-presents-to-fight-climate-change/ 
 

 

*** ADAPT 2030 Social Media Links *** 

 

YOUTUBE ADAPT 2030 Mini Ice Age 2015–2035 Series on YouTube 

 

BITCHUTE https://www.bitchute.com/hashtag/adapt2030/ 

 

BRIGHTEON https://www.brighteon.com/channel/adapt2030 

 

STEEM https://steemit.com/@adapt2030  

 

MINDS https://www.minds.com/ADAPT2030 

 

MEDIUM https://medium.com/@globalcooling 

 

FB https://www.facebook.com/Miniiceage 

 

TWITTER https://twitter.com/adapt2030 

 

GAB https://gab.ai/ADAPT2030 
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